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Marion Environmental Inc. is one of the leading providers
of environmental consulting, remediation, and emergency
response in the southeast. Our goal is to provide cost
effective solutions to environmental problems.
Making our standard, industry standard.

Profile of the Month – Hannah Johnson

Hannah Johnson is our newest hazardous
waste consultant. After two short years with
Marion, she has already become a critical
member of the consulting department and the
waste management team.
Hannah joined Marion with a Master’s degree
in Environmental Geology. Her written
reports glide through peer reviews and her
mastery of hazardous waste management
attests to her quick learning abilities and her
shrewd attention to detail. Proper hazardous
waste management is a scholarly pursuit, and
through the guidance of Lex Lechleiter and
Everett Pierce, our staff experts, she has
rapidly grown in her role.
Whether managing hazardous waste inventory
for a client or writing detailed environmental
reports, Hannah gives every task her full
attention. She joined MEI with impressive
credentials and high expectations, and we are
thrilled to say she has surpassed them all.

Marion Environmental is once again the Gold sponsor for the
CRMA EH&S summit. Send your EH&S managers and employees
for a day of learning and networking.
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Environmental Health & Safety Summit
Chattanooga Convention Center

MANUFACTURING
SAFETY TIPS

Sam Taylor and Paul Van Alstyne are presenting at the
Environmental Health & Safety Summit. Their talk will be about
job safety audits and is titled “The Proactive Approach to Incident
Reduction.”

1. Inform supervisors of unsafe
conditions

Marion has a booth at the Environmental Summit as well.

2. Use equipment properly
3. Wear safety equipment (PPE)
4. Prevent slips and trips – clean
spills immediately
5. Keep work areas and
emergency exits clear
6. Eliminate fire hazards
7. Avoid tracking hazardous
materials
8. Prevent objects from falling –
stack boxes straight up and
down, use nets and toe boards
when appropriate
9. Use correct posture when
lifting

Mike James and Barry Lasley at the MEI booth in Urbana, IL

Marion participated in the Railroad Conference in Illinois and hosted
a booth at the event. David Patton of Norfolk Southern delved into a
derailment response and the successful cleanup efforts led by MEI.
This conference always highlights pertinent topics and is a favorite
of our ER team.
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10. Take breaks

